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I was dead of omicron fever and had helped my graphic trade, clockwork making. 
My upcoming hosting with so worldwide with scanning program for my own 
constructed Ruffle-Calculator-Date-Chooser sensationally opened the market for 
CMS worldwide with Ruffle-Plugin. 

Result: my own component with my own programmed calculator was the best solution for our 
customers. It is the independent way for customers against stopped Actionsscript 2.0 his getDay(). 
Suddenly it was out and later reincluded in Ruffle-Plugin. 4 days out of use. Without getting the actual 
day (2022-10-XX), our calculator is more interesting and well-known. And can never so stopped in 
Actionscript 2.0 for 4 days blocking for this code on a week-end. 

Ergebnis: Meine eigene Komponente mit eigenem programmierten Kalkulator war die beste Lösung für 
unsere Kunden. Es ist der eigenständige Weg für Kunden gegen eingestelltes Actionsscript 2.0 sein 
getDay(). Plötzlich war es raus und später wieder im Ruffle-Plugin enthalten. 4 Tage außer Betrieb. Ohne 
den tatsächlichen Tag (2022-10-XX) zu erhalten, ist unser Rechner interessanter und bekannter. Und 
kann nie so mit dem Bezugsverbot in Actionscript 2.0 für 4 Tage für diesen Code an einem Wochenende 
gesperrt werden. 

 
2022-09-26 Andy54 — heute um 01:04  
It was time to forget the Ruffle-Plugin-Datachooser. My own in Php-Preprocessor®-Technics is 

too perfect, so I had first no idea. It comes so that it should come. In a very hurry time, I have 

changed nearly the most old number displays (datachooser compiled in Actionscript 2.0) and 

had suddenly a own idea with own patent as like as my real patent preprocessor.ch® here in 

Switzerland with 6 php-kernel-products – the idea was my own calculator. Once produced on 

Saturdays, as neber want to save something, Daniel Steiner and Rufnener has me forgotten, 

first forward murdered, i can’t survival with the coming invalid hurricans. In TV all people have 

spoken about the sudden-death for all invalids. 

No I have survival and Thomas Arm from IV-Headquarter from Invalid-Zollikofen too. My 

woman and children and factory 2 was knocked-out. Several years ago, I was knocked-out on 

ice in Stadt of our Bundeshaus Government-house in Berne in Switzerland in my graphical 

branch from an encashment agent from Government Eigerstreet, a street further as the 

Schwarztor-Printing-House of my best chance of life, and it will be just on this time so late, a so 

worst fall in the brooklins of Switzerland, where street gangs are coming an all my garden was 

destroyed of swiss prospered soldats from delta wangen ordered just by my back home from 

germany church meeting with my prominents there. 

Best regard to San Francisco 

Andreas Lützenberger  

 

 



 
  

 

 
 

 
 
 
Latest Chat-Room-Entrys with developpers from Silicon-
Valley at the moment  
 
2022-09-25 Andy54 — heute um 16:06 Uhr 
Up to extension 2022-09-24 my content-management has worked. Then with extension 2022-
09-25 it stopped to working. I think the new extensions should be reloaded again with better 
component implementation like one day before. 
 



 

we didn't really do much between these two versions. What exactly broke? Can you please 
send the website or SWF so we can take a look at it?  

https://www.a4w.ch/scarlett.a4w.ch/Cal-Tool.swf 

One day ago the link above has looked like the image above. We could click on 26.9.2022, then 
the entry with football england – deutschland is coming. Not he data-chooser in flash 
implemented with the following parameters is sending an error like «NaN undefined NaN…».  
I think it’s the following codes 

  

https://www.a4w.ch/scarlett.a4w.ch/Cal-Tool.swf


Andy54 — heute um 16:37 Uhr 

Here the original helplist from adobe - but I work with Flash professional and the help is from flash mx - 

above the code is the latest just yesterday, all is working for a month (Bearbeitet) 

 

DateChooserComponent.pdf 

 

Andy54 — heute um 17:15 Uhr 

It was worked on a lot of Ruffle-Implementations! 

 

Andy54 — heute um 17:43 Uhr 

It could be, that all choosers components runs, then see below: hier works the chooser, put the 4-9-

2022 correctly into display inside the component, but then it can't transform to component into 

Actionscript 2.0. correctly: the export of components to actionsscript 2.0 is blocked! Yesterday it wasn't 

blocked since more as a month ago! (Bearbeitet) 

 

 

  


